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a b s t r a c t

Low-swirl burners are of interest in industrial applications due to their low NOx emissions.

In the present work, a 3.81 cm diameter low-swirl burner is acoustically forced with

different fuel mixtures. The measured results are compared to 2.54 cm diameter low-swirl

burner data to infer scaling properties. The experiments and analysis show that three

coupling modes were present in the 3.81 cm burner: base mode coupling, shear layer

generated coupling, and transitional coupling. The 3.81 cm burner was observed to have a

critical acoustic driving pressure amplitude, similar to the 2.54 cm burner; however, the

3.81 cm burner had higher frequency natural acoustic modes. This counter-intuitive result

is shown to arise because the modes are tied to shear layer behavior rather than burner

size. It was also observed that adding hydrogen to the fuel stream resulted in less coher-

ence. This is likely the result of increased flame speed and decreased ignition limit,

allowing the flame to interact less with both large and small vortices. Small scale inter-

action leads to more small scale wrinkling while strong large scale vortices produce more

flame role up and displacement of heat release zones. The ability of hydrogen addition to

negate these effects suggests selective hydrogen addition as a possible method of inhib-

iting combustion instability.

Copyright © 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights

reserved.

Introduction

Pollution is of great concern to the power generation and

transportation industries as both are required to reduce

emissions by public policy [1]. The low swirl burner (LSB) is

one of many promising technologies used to reduce a preva-

lent pollutant, NOx, and extensive computational and exper-

imental work has already been performed on the LSB [2e5].

Johnson et al. [6] compared emissions and flow field of a LSB to

high swirl burners. They observed that LSB flames are stable

over a wider range of equivalence ratios and the resulting

emissions are lower. There are two primary ways that an LSB

reduces NOx emissions. First, the LSB creates a flame with

shorter chemical residence time, hence, producing lower NOx

levels in comparison to other lean, premixed burners [7e9].

Second, the LSB operates at lower equivalence ratios. The

resulting flame temperature is lower, reducing NOx emissions.

However, when operating in a lean combustion mode, the

burner is more susceptible to reactant flow perturbations

which make combustion instability more likely [10].
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Combustion instability is characterized as large amplitude

acoustic fluctuations caused by the coupling of flame dy-

namics and combustion chamber acoustics [11]. This phe-

nomenon can result in flame oscillation [12], flame flashback

[13], flame blowout [14], and structural failure [1]. Several

informative reviews and books [1,15e17] comprise a body of

work on combustion instability. In an effort to decompose the

many factors influencing combustion instability, specific

studies have examined flow induced vortex shedding [18],

geometric effects [19], operating conditions [20], flame surface

interaction [21], and the effect of equivalence ratio fluctuation

[22].

Measuring the flame response to acoustic forcing is the

primary method used to study thermo-acoustic instability.

The Flame Transfer Function (FTF) is often used to describe

the change in the flame behavior due to the presence of an

acoustic field. FTF is characterized by changes in flame heat

release, both spatially and temporally, and these are often

related to changes in the flow field (versus chemistry) which

can be measured in a variety of ways. Palies et al. [23] calcu-

lated FTF by measuring acoustic velocity fluctuations in a

turbulent swirl-stabilized burner with acoustic forcing. A

parametric study by Kim et al. [24] has shown that the dy-

namics of swirl-stabilized, turbulent, premixed flames are

characterized by three relevant parameters: the Strouhal

number, the flame length, and the flame angle. Thumuluru

et al. [25] investigated acoustically-excited swirl flames and

observed a relationship between velocity fluctuation and

flame surface area. Bellows et al. [26] found vortex roll-up and

flame liftoff to be keymechanisms governing saturation of the

FTF. Pun et al. [27] used a novel experimental technique to

directly measure the response of burners to an acoustic

perturbation in an optically accessible combustion system.

For that study, both aerodynamically and bluff body stabilized

burners were analyzed using OH-PLIF generated Rayleigh

index maps to locate regions of thermo-acoustic coupling. It

has also been demonstrated by other researchers that OH-PLIF

is a useful method in capturing the detailed flame structure

[28e30]. During the Pun et al. study, the acoustic field was

forced at low frequencies ranging from 22 to 55 Hz. Building on

the work of Pun and coworkers [31], the LSB was studied using

OH PLIF driven at frequencies between 22 and 400 Hz. Obser-

vations indicated that toroidal structures were developing in

the shear layer mixing zone, which was thought to be a result

of acoustic forcing. Huang et al. [15] validated this mechanism

by examining weak forcing of a LSB where it was found that

acoustic perturbations couple with shear layer vortex gener-

ation. The effect of hydrogenemethane fuel mixtures on

thermo-acoustic coupling of a LSB was studied by Yilmaz [32].

It was found that coupling occurred at the flame base and the

flame shape was altered by hydrogen enrichment.

Previous studies have demonstrated that thermo-acoustic

coupling exists in a 2.54 cm diameter LSB through a shear

layer triggered mechanism [15,32]. The goal of this study is to

observe the flame topology and thermo-acoustic coupling of a

3.81 cm LSB. Furthermore, examining the change in acoustic

coupling between the two burner diameters allows the con-

struction of basic geometric scaling for this instability. Geo-

metric scaling is critically important as full-scale burners run

from approximately 6.35 cm for a pilot to 8.9 cm for a primary

burner. The 50% increase in size assessed here can directly

inform the 100% size change to the pilot and approximately

200% change to a primary.

Another interesting aspect is the forcing amplitude. Bel-

lows [26] is typical of many previous experimental studies

investigating swirl-stabilized, premixed, turbulent flames

which have examined the effects of forcing with large am-

plitudes (5% of the mean pressure). The larger amplitude

forcing is typical for limit cycles; however, for this work, the

focus is on the initial growth of instabilities from small per-

turbations, similar to that of ambient engine conditions.

Therefore, the present work examines thermo-acoustic

coupling in a lean, premixed LSB with weak forcing of

0.03%e0.3% of the mean pressure, driven at frequencies be-

tween 45 and 195 Hz for both pure methane fuel and a

hydrogenemethane fuel mixture.

Material and methods

A schematic of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 1.

The T-shaped combustion chamber has an internal diameter

of 30 cm and a height of 185 cm. To provide the acoustic

forcing, four speakers are installed downstream of the flame.

The pressure response to acoustic forcing is detected by a

model PCB 106b high-resolution piezoelectric pressure trans-

ducer at a rate of 20 kHz. Quartz windows, located in the lower

section of the combustion chamber, provide full optical access

to the flame. Unlike other experimental systems previously

used to study combustion instabilities, the current apparatus

eliminates interactions between the flame and chamber walls

by using air co-flow. The air co-flow isolates the flame, keep-

ing the chamber walls within reasonable operating tempera-

tures. The flow rate of the oxidant (air) is recorded and

controlled using a Hastings HFC-D-307 flowmeter. Similarly, a

Hastings HFC-D-303 flow meter and an Omega FMA5500 flow

meter is used to measure and control methane and hydrogen

flow rates. Flow rate consistency is maintained throughout

Fig. 1 e Schematic and photo of the combustion acoustics

chamber and associated systems [33].
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